IT’S NOT IMAGINARY. IT’S REALITY. BRINGING YOU LITTLE WAVE.
IMAGINE...

A wheelchair that has the ability to move easily within its environment; where the wheels are in the perfect spot so that young people can use all of their strength and leverage to their advantage. A wheelchair that has the ability to change and grow along with the person who is using it; yet it is extremely light, simple to use and easy to transport.

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

The signature 7000 series 1 3/8” aluminium frame construction of our high performance rigid frame chairs is also used to construct our paediatric chair, Little Wave. This frame construction helps keep the chair as light as possible while also keeping it extremely rigid which makes it so much easier to manoeuvre, to move around and to help your child get the most out of every push.
TOWER SYSTEM
Lightweight design, easy adjustment and sleek profile. The CG adjustment of the Little Wave tower design is simple and straightforward, making it easier to adjust the CG, promoting growth and the proper placement of the wheel base, ensuring your child can always have the access to the wheels they need. Not to mention the clamp design allows placement of the backrest right where it needs to be because you do not need to worry about interference with hardware in order to achieve the seating position required.

MULTI-ADJUSTABLE FLIP-UP FOOTPLATE
We realize that clients are always growing and changing and the options you choose for their chair need to be able to accommodate these changes with ease. This footplate allows for an infinite number of positions over time so it can be repositioned as the rider grows. The 6061 aluminum base with carefully machined edges and textured black powder coat finish will withstand the wear and tear of any army... or a 5 year old! This footplate also has a strap that allows the rider to lift up their footplate without bending down.

GROWING WITH YOU
Only on the Little Wave do you have the ability to customize your chair with one of 8 different colour options available, at no charge. Each cable is made with patented Spinergy spoke technology. 30,000 fibre strands inside each cable ensure it will not become loose or stretch over time.
DEPTH ADJUSTMENT

The depth is predetermined by you on the order form so it will be there when you need it. Up to 3” can be selected and is no extra charge. Allowing easy and accessible growth on-frame is important in allowing the chair to grow with the rider over time, through the years.

EASY TO MOVE

Ki Mobility proudly offers the ultra-sleek and lightweight X-Core™ mags. These wheels have far greater stiffness and rigidity than conventional mags while keeping the weight to only 1 lb more than spokes. Now available in 20”, 22” and 24”

5TH WHEEL

The Little Wave’s optional rotating 5th wheel permits more aggressive positioning of the rear wheels, allowing and promoting midline wheel access. Quickly height adjustable to adapt to varied terrain and easily removable, the 5th wheel revolutionizes paediatric mobility.
Leckey are committed to providing prompt and efficient service that fits with your needs. Whatever the situation Leckey’s dedicated and experienced staff will be there to help.

**Service**
We will work with your NHS Approved Supplier to supply critical components to you within 48hrs enabling you to keep your stock holding to a minimum.

We will provide a **2 year warranty** with all mobility seating to include annual servicing.

Leckey Mobility will **provide training** tailored to your specific needs and will be available to demonstrate new products as and when required.

As a **valued partner** Leckey Mobility will support you in delivering high service levels to your clients.

**Ordering**
Orders can be placed via your local Leckey representative or directly with us by emailing: WCS.orders@leckey.com

For dedicated customer service and technical support contact mobility@leckey.com or phone 0800 318 265

For service policies on all products outside warranty, please contact Leckey’s Customer Service department. James Leckey Design Ltd as manufacturer with sole responsibility declares that all products conform to 93/42/EEC guidelines and EN12182 technical aids for disabled persons general requirements and all parts of ISO-7176 test methods. Order forms and spare parts lists to extend the service life of the product and allow reissue are available on request or online at www.leckey.com.

Because we realise that users rely on our products in daily life we have built an after sales service that can be relied upon to deliver fast and effective support.
SPECIFICATIONS

Standard Weight: 16 lbs.
Seat Width: 10” - 16”
Seat Depth: 10” - 16”
Front Seat Height: 11.5” - 21”
Rear Seat Height: 11.5” - 20”
Tubing Size: 1 3/8”
Weight Capacity: 250 lbs.
Ansi Resna WC-19 Transit: Yes